
Middlemarch

I sit atop the disused train in Middlemarch as night

switches blue dusk clear for colourless dim,

and deliberate on whether I want to be your wife.

The rusted steel is warm and softer

than the brown grass burnt stiff by the reckless summer,

snapping under the paws of a foraging rabbit.

The kids are in the park sleeping damply in their cabin.

I left you in the communal lounge sucking back

a Speights Old Dark with the Spanish cycling couple,

Talking about trains and steam.

Parallel lines leading us headlong into the future.

Parallel lines carrying us over hills and over canyons.

The lady in Ranfurly who ran the info station

showed us to the room out back,

scarcely lit but for the grey tones of flickering footage,

Of a crowd of locals and hopefuls and farmers

waving hats and handkerchiefs as the first train left Clyde,

and imagining that the line would last.

Soon after we married we drove a van to Roxburgh

and parked up by the lake,

and drank a cask of something red and terrible,

And I nearly pissed myself when you told me you used to

dance to Mariah Carey, naked, while your parents watched the news,

and I warned you to never stop talking.

Driving today across the rock-strewn plains from Alex,

the kids dripping ice blocks and kicking in the back,

I swore if you mentioned the hills again I'd kill you.



Then you said, 

“God take a look at these hills, won't you?

The shadows move and change with the sun.

One bright field is soon sliced through with darkness, yet

One dark gulley is now a river of light.”

And I said, “You're right. Nothing stays the same.”

The roosting birds don't notice me sitting here,

silently absorbing the warm depths of Middlemarch,

too burnt-out to move from this motionless train.


